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Editorial 
Well Christmas is almost upon us again, doesn’t time just fly or have I just gotten 

slow in my old age. I hope everyone has an excellent and trouble free Christmas, 

and Santa gets you what you want. Maybe you’ll clean up at our big Xmas raffle, 

good luck to you. I must thank our very able stand by secretary Peter Berry for    

filling in for Ron as he was bushfire watch, I think your job is safe though Ron. I 

hope everyone liked the article that followed Peter and Geoff’s very interesting talk 

they gave on rodent control a few months back. It’s always great to get original 

member articles and thoughts, so on that now, how about some articles please.  

Last Month’s Entertainment 
Last month’s entertainment was fairly relaxed, we didn’t have anyone organised to 

give a talk. I bought in a few birds to show and start up a general conversation and 

question night. The birds on view were a Pictorella, Yellow Rump, Cinnamon Yellow 

Star, Ruddy Cuban and a Madagascar Weaver, as well as Ken Smith’s three very 

nice Red Zebs. Although it was an informal night, many questions were asked and 

answered by the twenty two members and two visitors in attendance. Overall I     

believe it was a worthwhile exercise and something we could repeat again in the      

future. 

Raffle 

Bush Fires affected the attendance of last month’s meeting but a good time was had 

by all! 

1st  Mystery Birds    dnt Ken Smith  wn  Andrew Brouwer 

2nd  Fallow Budgies + cage  dnt Peter Chapman wn  Craig Barnsley 

3rd  Gouldian (Yellow Headed) dnt Geoff Robards  wn  Amelia Thompson 

4th  Wine      dnt Debbie Thompson wn  Peter Chapman 

5th Hard Cover Book     dnt Peter Chapman wn  Scott Bailey 

6th Bird Keeper Magazines dnt Peter Berry  wn  Michael Vella 

7th  Feeder    dnt Lenard Finn  wn  Michael Vella 

8th Double Carry Box  dnt Glenn Johnson wn   Charlie Formosa 

9th Bird Magazines   dnt Peter Chapman wn  ? 

Thanks for all the members and visitors who support the raffle through generous 

donations and purchasing tickets.  
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Ken Smith’s DVDs  

Ken Smith gave me a set of DVDs he got from England on a recent holiday, entitled 

“British Birds: A Unique Guide to Britain’s Best Loved Birds”. This three disc box set 

is divided into birds of: 1. Towns, Parks and Gardens, Woodlands and Forests. 2. 

Mountains, Moors, Heaths, Coasts and Cliffs. 3. Fields, Farmlands, Lakes, Rivers 

and Wetlands. These DVDs cover birds from Gold Finches, Robins, Barn Owls,  

Kingfishers, Golden Eagles to Puffins. So I will have a look and see if they would be 

suitable to show one night. 

Bush Fire—Peter Berry 

When we were thinking about members who were missing on Wednesday night    

because of the fires, we forgot about John Larkin and his daughters. They live in 
Winmalee in Singles Ridge Road. I rang them to check up on things. John told me 

that every house on the other side of the street near him was burnt down and the 
fires got to within 5 metres of his property.  
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He said trucks had been busy all day  

carting away burnt out cars from the 
street. He lost about 12 birds in the fire 

including a much loved Major Mitchell as 
the fire and smoke got very close to his 

aviaries. He was pretty shaken up by the 
experience but said he and his family are 

safe and well and that is the main thing. 
 

We here at the club hope that all our 
members, families and their birds all 

come through the fires safe and well. 
 

 
 

 

 

Avian Influenza Confirmed At Young Egg 

Farm – from Internet – supplied by Neville Simmons – 15th October 2013  

H7 Avian Influenza has been confirmed in a flock of 400,000 layer hens near Young, 

NSW Chief Veterinary Officer Ian Roth said today. 

"The results were confirmed by the NSW Department of Primary Industries’ (DPI) 

State Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratories at the Elizabeth Macarthur Agricultural In-

stitute and CSIRO’s Australian Animal Health Laboratory," Mr Roth said. 

"The results confirm that this virus is the H7 Avian Influenza strain, NOT the highly 

pathogenic H5N1 strain that has gained worldwide attention. 

"The property has been quarantined and DPI's First Response Team has been acti-

vated to oversee the response and work with the property owners and the egg in-

dustry. 

"The remaining birds on the property will now be culled in-line with national agree-

ments. 

"Control restrictions are now in place within a 10km radius of the quarantined egg 

farm and extensive surveillance and tracing is now underway to ensure the virus 

does not spread.” 
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"The NSW Food Authority has confirmed that there are no food safety issues and 

that poultry and eggs remain safe to eat. 

"There is no evidence that eating food from farms that have been affected by avian 

influenza have ever caused human illness," NSW Food Authority Chief Scientist, Lisa 

Szabo said. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Mr Roth said Australia has previously had a small number of outbreaks of H7 Avian 

Influenza viruses which were all quickly and successfully eradicated. 

"Late last year, the DPI and Livestock Health and Pest Authority (LHPA) successfully 

eradicated an outbreak of H7 Avian Influenza at an egg farm near Maitland," Mr 

Roth said. 

People who notice sick or dead birds should contact their local veterinarian or call 

the Emergency Animal Disease Watch Hotline 1800 675 888. 

More information on Avian Influenza 

Media contact: Steve Green 6391 3686 or 0427 192 658   
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• Ministerial media releases 
• Media contacts 

• Events 
• Agriculture Today 
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Habitat: The Nuns come from India and Asia with each species having its own    

distribution. Feral populations of the Black-headed Nun were present in the past in 
Sydney and in parts of Queensland including Brisbane but appear to have            

disappeared now. The worry is that they might disappear completely from aviculture 
in Australia id they don’t get a bit more attention, 

 
Family: All the Nuns are members of the Lonchura family – this includes        Yellow 

Rumps, Pictorellas, and Chestnut-breasted from Australia, Spice finches,           
Bengalese, Silver-bills, Rufous backs and other species uncommon or not in Austral-

ia. 
 

Subspecies: Most texts refer to the White-headed Nun and Tri-Coloured Nun as 
separate species and the Black-headed Nun as a subspecies of the Tri-Coloured 

Nun. There are several other subspecies but I have no idea as to what they look 
like. However there has been considerable crossbreeding between the species and 

with other Lonchura species with which they readily hybridise. The result of that is a 

degree of variability in each of the birds in Australia – this makes sexing more      
difficult if you get birds from different sources. If you don’t get your breeders from 

different sources inbreeding becomes a greater risk. 
 

The answer is to buy say half a dozen or even a dozen birds and let them select 
their own mates and resell the surplus. This makes sense also since all species are 

very gregarious and sociable birds. I believe breeding results are better from a      
colony than from just two birds which may not even be a true pair let alone         

compatible. 
 

Hybrids: Pair bonding is good and each of the species is long lived and will breed 
for many years. However because of the risk of crossbreeding it is not good practice 

to keep more than one species of Lonchura in an aviary. Widowed birds will readily 
pair up again and are just as likely to select a mate from another species as their 

own. 

 
Even in my large aviaries I have had problem. Initially when I put in several mated 

pairs of each species I was breeding Tri Nuns, Yellow-rumps, Bengalese, Silver-Bills 
and Javas in the one aviary and all the young were true to type. However over a    

period of time with odd birds dying, and spare birds apparently pairing with other 
species hybrids started to appear. 

 
You can’t always tell what birds these hybrids came from as most of the immature 

birds are much the same colour. All of the species will readily feed begging young so 
it is hard to be sure who are the parents of whom. Even when these crossbreeds 

mature they give few clues as to their parentage. 
 

 

The Nuns – By Brian Healy – taken from The Avicultural Review                      

– December 1997  
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Consequently I removed the Silverbills, but the problem persisted, so the Bengalese 

and Javas also came out. I will be watching carefully now to see if there is any    
nonsense between the Tri-Colours and Yellow-rumps. This will be fairly easy because 

the Tri-Colours (about 10) tend to stay in a group and inhabit different parts of the 
aviary or at different times to the flock of Yellow-rumps (also about 10) although 

they all nest and nest in the one favourite area. 
 

Hybrids of Nuns have also been recorded with various other species including Zebra, 
Double-bar and Longtail finches but these are probably sterile hybrids whereas the 

Munia hybrids are fully fertile. 
 

Housing: Nuns can be housed in any sort of aviary but if not provided with enough 
means of exercise they readily become obese. Their toenails also become very long 

and curled if they haven’t sufficient variety of branches to keep nails worn. Nuns fly 
fast and straight. Their aerial maneuvering is limited and they are easily stressed if 

pursued for even a short period. 

 
Unfortunately they are notorious for stripping grasses and shrubs in the aviary. 

 
Feeding: A staple dry seed diet (canary and white French) and regular green feed is 

all that is necessary. I provide a special finch mix as well as greens, cake, fruit, egg/
biscuit mix, boiled eggs and a variety of live food but rarely have I seen a nun eat 

anything other than seed and greens. Breeding results tend to be poor if greens and 
seeding grasses are not regularly supplied. They are fond of sprouted seed. 

 
Clean water is necessary as they love to bathe often. 

 
Breeding: All of the nuns are long lived-compare this with most African species 

where breeding results drop sharply after the second year. The nuns are also very 
hardy and non-aggressive birds and are good breeders. They are good parents with 

a preference for colony breeding. Dome shaped nest built quickly with either dry or 

green grasses lined with finer materials but they are not keen on feathers. Most 
pairs lay 5-7 eggs, both parents incubate for 14 days and young fledge in 3 weeks. 

All roost in nest at night with parents calling chicks to bed. Self-sufficient at 2 weeks 
when hen is usually back on a nest with next batch. They will breed all year round 

with short break for moulting. I note English literature suggests that nuns are poor 
breeders. This is certainly not the case with the birds here in Australia. In my large 

open planted aviaries they breed throughout the year pausing only for a              
mid-summer moult. Cold wind and rain doesn’t seem to worry them although I    

suspect that they would not like frosts or snow which I do not experience at Pennant 
Hills. Nuns are excellent parents, usually rearing 4-7 each nest and they will breed 

for at least five years. Occasionally birds will breed before attaining adult plumage. 
Some pairs will nest in boxes or other receptacles but mostly they prefer to build 

their own nests in brush in the sheltered part of the aviary. 
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Sexing: While there are many subtle differences between the sexes in all three 

Nuns none of these are reliable because of the above variations (subspecies and 
past cross breeding). It really doesn’t; matter if you run a colony but the following 

are some of the methods that can be used to sex them – I suggest you use as 
many of these clues as possible if you must be sure of sexes: 

• In all 3 species the under tail coverts tend to be jet black in the male and dark 

black-brown in the hen. This is particularly so on the edges of the feathers in the 

hen bird. 
• The head colour of the White-headed Nun tends to be more silver in the male 

and grey in the hen. 
• In all species the upper rump colours are more vivid and shiny in the male. 

• Beaks are more robust and roman nosed in cocks after about 6 months. 

• Calls – cocks have high pitched call hens deeper and harsher – OK if you are not 

deaf. Can sex on this call from 2 months of age. 
• Cocks are more likely to crow but I have seen some hen’s crow and some cocks 

may not try when you are watching. 
• The head of the cock bird tends to be larger and squarer than that of hens and 

broader between the eyes. 
• If all this fails wait and see if eggs appear and are then converted into young – 

then you have a true pair. 
 

The Species: Sometimes these birds are called Manikins or Munias instead of 

Nuns. They are all about 2/3 of an ounce in weight (18-19 grams) with the Black-
Headed Nun being slightly smaller than the other two. 

 
Tri-Coloured Nun – Lonchura malacca malacca – Central and southern India. 

Chestnut wings and back, white breast, black head, throat, belly and tail and 
the upper tail coverts have a golden brown lustre particularly at the edges. 

Black-headed Nun – Lonchura malacca atricapilla – Occurs throughout Asia and 
India. Colour body – deep chestnut brown, head and neck black, belly, under 

parts and flight feathers darker brown/black. Upper tail coverts again a gold-
en brown. 

White-headed Nun – Lonchura maja – Malaysia and Indonesia. Chestnut with a 
white head neck tinged with buff/grey. The body colour darkens down the 

middle of the belly to the under tail coverts while the upper tail coverts have 
a golden brown hue. Unlike the other two species the head and body colours 

do not stop and start sharply but gradually blend together. 

 
Immature Colour: The colour of immature birds varies slightly and there seems 

to be subtle differences between the species but I could not rely on any of these to 
identify the birds. Generally immature birds are dull brown tinged with Rufous on 

the rump. The chin, throat and abdomen are lighter to bluff white. They take a long 
time to colour up especially if bred during the colder months – up to 6 months. This 

fact used in illegal export of young Yellow-rumps, Pictorellas, Chestnuts and Gouldi-
ans by declaring them as nuns. Like Gouldians they may breed before attaining 

adult plumage.  
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Red-Browed or Red-Heads as they are more commonly called are a fairly common 

finch being found in many suburban backyards. They are therefore well recognised 
and quite inexpensive. This fact usually deters many breeders from keeping these 

lively little gems. 
 

Description: Olive brown on the back, bright crimson above tail, tail brown,       
underside grey to washed out buff. The crimson streak from base of beak over eye 

to the side of the head is often used to determine the sex. Some aviculturists       
believe this can tell the sex; many do not. The belief is that the streak is larger, 

brighter and extends further around the head on the cocks. 
 

Distrubution: Red-Browed are found right down the eastern coast from North 
Queensland down to Victoria and south east South Australia. Apparently             

Red-Browed were introduced into Tahiti, however I have not been able to find out 
how they are surviving there. These birds can be found from blackberry studded 

grasslands, rivers, creeks and waterholes to thickly covered forests. They can be 

observed in quite large flocks moving around the ground in search of grass seeds, 
and when disturbed, they all rise as one, often landing in nearby trees, only to   

settle back on the ground when the danger has passed. 
 

Aviculture: Red-Brows and Double-Bars are usually the next stop up from Zebra 
finches for many younger breeders. However many breeders become disappointed 

with them, tagging them as short lived and hard to keep. Even more experienced 
breeders find them hard to breed with many giving up on them and using the      

reason that they are only beginners' birds anyway. I found that if they are only   
given a small and often cramped aviary, breeding success is usually limited.       

However if housed in a large planted flight aviary, with shrubs such as melaleuca 
tea trees, golden pines, lillypillys and such, the birds feel more secure and natural, 

thus breeding improves greatly. 
 

Feeding: Red-Brows take the standard type finch mix. I like to add a little more 

plain canary seed. Shell grit is supplied in a mix comprised of crushed eggshells, 
cuttlefish, charcoal and fine bird grit. A compost heap is turned and watered        

regularly. The Red-Brows almost live in this, picking up sprouted seeds and insects. 
Live food is not taken in large amounts; mine take whatever they can gather from 

the compost heap, however I found they do like the fruit fly jar. Green food in the 
shape of Johnson grass, millet sprays and chickweed will be taken as much as you 

can supply. 
 

Breeding: My Red-Brows almost always nest in growing shrubs mainly in the tea 
trees or pines planted in the flight. I have had the odd pair nest in tea tree     

branches lining the shelter walls and wire cylinders. They make a rather large      
untidy nest of coarse grass. Finer materials are added when the nest is constructed, 

usually being white feathers and coconut fibre. Egg laying commences when the 
nest constructing is completely finished. Red-Brows lay between four and six white  

Firetail Red Browed Finch – By Glenn Johnson                           

– November 2000  
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 “Lazy Man’s Soft Food Mix” – By Glenn Johnson – August 

2003 

I call this the Lazy Man’s Mix, because there’s no cooking and only a little bit of  

mixing, all the ingredients are just placed together in a small bucket and mixed    
together by hand. 

 
Ingredients: 

“Paswells” Finch Soft Food 
 Plain Sponge Cake 

 Polenta (Processed Corn) 
 

I have used this mix for the last three years and have found my birds love it. You 
could if you wanted, add a hard-boiled egg shell but then you would have to name 

it the “Almost Lazy Man’s Soft Food Mix”. 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
Merry Christmas Merry Christmas Merry Christmas Merry Christmas 
to all,to all,to all,to all,    

    be safe & we will see you be safe & we will see you be safe & we will see you be safe & we will see you     
22nd  January 2014for our next meeting22nd  January 2014for our next meeting22nd  January 2014for our next meeting22nd  January 2014for our next meeting    



 

 

� AUSTRALIAN & FOREIGN PARROTS. 

� AUSTRALIAN & FOREIGN FINCHES. 

� SHOW BUDGERIGARS. 

� DOVES. 

� QUAILS. 

� CANARIES. 

� ACCESSORIES.    
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